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MAY 10TH 1999

XICHANG SPACE CENTRE

FENG YUN FY1 IS PREPARING TO BE LAUNCHED

OPENING SHOT

Written: May 10th 1999

EXT. XICHANG SPACE CENTRE

INT. EDGAR SINCLAIR’S SECRET LAB

EDGAR SINCLAIR is jotting notes down and clearing out the

stuff in the room

Within the room upon a bed chair is a dead human with tubes

extending out of him to a monitor and a steroid

administering unit.

CUT TO

XICHANG SPACE CENTRE SECURITY

An alarm goes off at the security desk

The offices respond and head towards the disturbance.

CUT TO

EDGAR SINCLAIR’S SECRET LAB

Edgar spreads chemicals around the room.

He covers the body that has died.

CUT TO

XICHANG SPACE CENTRE HALLWAY

The security continue to rush through the halls.

EDGAR SINCLAIR’S SECRET LAB

Edgar packs the final component he has developed into a suit

case and heads for the door.

Before exiting Sinclair grabs a triggering device.

CUT TO



2.

XICHANG SPACE CENTRE HALLWAY 1

Security is rushing through the halls searching the

different offices and labs

CUT TO

XICHANG SPACE CENTRE HALLWAY 10

Sinclair rushes through the hall carrying a suitcase

Ahead is a sign to FENG YUN FY1’s launch site

CUT TO

XICHANG SPACE CENTRE HALLWAY 2

The chief officer meets up with the his guards

One officer makes a gesture of uncertainty.

The chief officer signals them to continue their search

The guards continued on

CUT TO

XICHANG SPACE CENTRE HALLWAY 09

Sinclair pauses in the hall seeing one of the staff

personnel

Sinclair takes notices of a worker’s badge saying Feng Yun

Fy1 launch site access.

The staff is not really paying attention to where they are

going, while carrying a stack of files

Sinclair than waits for the right time

When the staff member turns the corner Sinclair bumps into

them

The staff member carrying important papers, drops them all

over the floor

Sinclair pretends to be helpful and at the same time

switches the staff members badge.

He bows sorry and darts up ahead

CUT TO



3.

XICHANG SPACE CENTRE HALLWAY 08

Out of the site of the staff member, Sinclair looks at the

badge he has stole from the employee.

He then darts away carrying his case towards the site

CUT TO

XICHANG SPACE CENTRE MONITORING ROOM

Security starts searching the monitors for suspected illegal

operations throughout the site

They start going back several days

They spot the employee going in a restricted room.

The employee’s face isn’t shown.

They type up the date to try to locate who accessed the site

at that time

CUT TO

FENG YUN FY1 LAUNCH AREA

Sinclair uses the pass key to enter the launch site

He takes the stairs to the top of the rocket

He reaches the area where the satellite is and opens a small

area in the satellite and places the case inside it.

CUT TO

XICHANG SPACE CENTRE HALLWAY 3

The soldiers come to a four sectioned hall and split up

CUT TO

FENG YUN FY1 LAUNCH AREA

Sinclair closes the area and heads down the stairs

CUT TO



4.

XICHANG SPACE CENTRE HALLWAY 4

The guards are informed that the launch area had been

illegally accessed and head for the area

CUT TO

FENG YUN FY1 LAUNCH AREA

Sinclair sneaks out, exiting the launch area

CUT TO

XICHANG SPACE CENTRE MONITORING ROOM

The security in the monitoring room alerts the foot guards

CUT TO

XICHANG SPACE CENTRE HALLWAY 7

The bell has just rang for lunch.

The hall becomes crowded

Sinclair waits at the corner.

He removes his shirt and puts back on his lab coat

He throws a shirt up in the air as the crowd grows passing

him by.

When the shirt comes down Sinclair rushes into the crowd of

people heading for the cafeteria

Sinclair reaches in his pocket and presses the button

CUT TO

EDGAR SINCLAIR’S SECRET LAB

The room explodes.

XICHANG SPACE CENTRE MONITORING ROOM

The guards watch monitor 5 as it the camera shows the

explosion

The Chief guard quickly brings the walkie-talkie to his

mouth, as of hearing Officer Rogers reaction

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 5.

ROGERS

(on radio)

What was that?

CHIEF GUARD

That was lab Six. Get Down there

now!

The guards at the desk, exit the scene.

FADE OUT

FADE IN

WRITTEN - JANUARY 11, 2007

EXT - NEVADA SPACE STATION

INT - NEVADA SPACE STATION

Sinclair is upon his computer

He learns that XICHANG SPACE CENTRE is preparing to send up

a missile to destroy the Feng Yun FY1

He calculates on his computer and finds the location of

where the falling debris will impact on earth

CUT TO

EXT - NEVADA HIGHWAY - LATER

Sinclair’s car races on the highway

INT. SINCLAIR,S CAR

SOMEWHERE ON THE WEST SIDE OF THE NEVADA HIGHWAY - LATER

Sinclair continues on the road

CUT TO

SATELLITE POSITION - SKY

The satellite explodes

CUT TO



6.

SOMEWHERE ON EASTSIDE OF THE NEVADA HIGHWAY

A bus is transporting 6 couples with expecting moms.

CUT TO

INT. SINCLAIR’S CAR

Sinclair shifts his gear faster as he sees a spark in the

sky from the exploding satellite.

CUT TO

SKY

The debris hits the atmosphere

CUT TO

SOMEWHERE ON EASTSIDE OF THE NEVADA HIGHWAY

INT. INSIDE THE BUS

The Bus driver looks out his window and suddenly slams on

his brakes

CUT TO

INT. SINCLAIR’S CAR

Sinclair sees another explosion on the ground up ahead

CUT TO

EXT. SINCLAIR’S CAR

Sinclair races to the area where the explosion is

CUT TO

SOMEWHERE NORTH BOUND ON THE NEVADA HIGHWAY

The town sheriff is giving a ticket to a speeder

The sheriff then notices the explosion and leaves the scene

and heads for the accident

CUT TO



7.

EXPLOSION’S POSITION

Sinclair arrives at the area and notices there are members

in the bus in danger

SINCLAIR

AR CRAP!

He rushes inside

Upon touching the entrance way to the bus Sinclair gets a

shock

SINCLAIR

Owh...

Sinclair sees the pregnant women and their husbands inside

the bus.

All the male have been hurt badly

SINCLAIR

This is not good...

The people inside the bus are struggling for their lives.

Sinclair goes down and sees if the people are showing any

signs of mutant down fall

Suddenly in the distance he sees dirt coming like a tornado

is approaching.

CUT TO

SHERIFF’S CAR APPROACHING

The sheriff is racing at high speed towards the accident

CUT TO

INT. INSIDE THE COP CAR

The Sheriff is on his CB radio calling for help

CUT TO

INT. INSIDE EXPLODED BUS

Sinclair’s sees the tornado form increasing as the police

car continues racing towards his position.

Sinclair paces, panicky

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 8.

SINCLAIR

I have to do something.

He looks at his car and then at a male passenger

CUT TO

He then looks back at the cop car approaching

CUT TO

He grabs a male from the floor and starts to drag him

towards his car

CUT TO

Sinclair drives his car into a nearby tree

Sinclair takes the man and positions him inside his car

against the steering wheel.

Sinclair looks back to see if the cop car is still coming

CUT TO

He picks some dirt off the ground and pats it all over his

body

CUT TO

He runs back to the Bus

He looks around for broken metal from the bus

He scraps his arm and tears his shirt and throws himself in

the middle of the bus and pretends to be hurt.

CUT TO

MONTAGE

EXT. OUTSIDE THE BUS

The cop car stops the the car in front of the bus and radios

for help

CUT TO



9.

INT. INSIDE THE BUS

The cop enters the bus and sees the mess

CUT TO

EXT. OUTSIDE BUS

The rescue team takes the people out of the bus

FADE OUT

FADE IN

MAY 2016

SOMEWHERE IN THE MIDDLE NEW YORK STATE

SINCLAIR’S NEW LOCATION

Sinclair has within his facility are six large clear pods

shape like humans, arranged in a circular fashion, connected

to some electronic monitoring equipment.

Within the pods are PRISCILLA ANDERSON, RACHAEL PHILPS, IRIS

FREEDMAN, MEGAN SANDERS, ELISE AMSTRONG AND BOBBY FRANKS

drapped in only a waterproof plastic blanket.

Upon the teens heads are helmets that receive the

information given

Sinclair’s assistant, a Kidnapped doctor DOCTOR VANDYKE is

working on the computer

The computer Vandyke is using is sending information to the

females inside the pods.

Showing on the screen are six level units showing the statis

of life for each of the teens.

CUT TO

EXT. US SENATE OFFICE

Twelve Men of the Senate sit around a large table.

GENERAL EDISON

For 15 years we have been searching

for the X12 compound. Someone out

there has possession of it and it

needs to be found yesterday. The

fate of our world depends on it’s

return.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 10.

ADMIRAL NELSON

Nice speech. I just wish our man in

power was just as strong. We have

been shaking country after country

to find who may have stolen it.

GENERAL EDISON

And we will find him!

ADMIRAL ANDERSON

Why is this day any different then

the others? It is a hopeless search

the world is doomed.

GENERAL EDISON

Giving up is giving up on all that

is left for mankind. The world

wars, are because of it’s removal.

It must be contained.

CUT TO

INT. EDGAR SINCLAIR’S SECRET LAB

Edgar types in on the keys of his computer

SINCLAIR

I’m getting tired of the government

hunting for me. I want to screw

them back.

Edgar slides his chair over to a nearby monitoring machine

to program the assignment into the girls

Sinclair takes out his journal writes in it

SINCLAIR

(to himself)

Enhance destronic nerve waves...

Sinclair punches in how much was added

DOCTOR VANDYKE

You’re taking a big risk sending

them into a place like that.

SINCLAIR

If you decide to comment on another

decision I make. I’ll make sure you

never see little Joana again


